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Abstract

In this paper, a novel methodology for estimating a virtual charac-
ter’s finger motion based on parameters provided by the character’s
wrist is presented. For the motion estimation process, firstly the
motion sequences are classified into active and passive finger ges-
ture phases with the active finger gestures classified according to
different gesture types. Based on both classifications the system
first searches for the gesture phase and then for the most appropri-
ate gesture type. Having found the gesture type, or having deter-
mined that the input motion segment belongs to the passive phase,
by using a metric, it retrieves the closest motion segment. Such a
method can be beneficial in the finger motion estimation process,
since both wrong estimations and the computational time of the
searching process are reduced. Finally, in addition to the motion
estimation process, an optimisation of the motion graphs method-
ology for searching optimal transitions between two consecutive
motions is introduced.

CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Animation

Keywords: finger motion, motion estimation, motion features,
motion synthesis

1 Introduction

An important need of the computer animation community is to find
a method for synthesising the desired motions of such a virtual char-
acter that the required naturalness of motion is maintained. These
methods should be able to provide the required results automati-
cally, avoiding the use of the traditional key-frame technique that
results in a time-consuming process. To achieve the automatic esti-
mation and synthesis of the character’s motion a collection of mo-
tion data is required. The required motion data can be retrieved by
using various solutions for capturing real humans who perform the
desired actions. After the capturing process, it is possible to iden-
tify the computations that will result in the synthesis of the required
motion. Finally, the newly synthesised motion is retargeted on to a
character and then is placed in a three-dimensional environment.

However, even if human motion can be edited or synthesised
such as retaining the desired naturalness and fulfilling user speci-
fied constraints, other factors influence the perception of natural-
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ness of human motion. Among these factors, one of the most im-
portant ones is the required detail that the character’s motion con-
tains. Upon extensive examination of [Courgeon et al. 2009][Tin-
well et al. 2011][Hyde et al. 2013][Clavel et al. 2009][Kendon
2004][Jörg et al. 2010][Samadani et al. 2011] we see that the details
of the face and the hands affect the perception of the naturalness of
the character’s motion. Additionally, as many of these perceptual
studies have shown, the key meanings of the character’s postures
might not be clearly understood if either the finger or the facial mo-
tions are omitted (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: A character that does not include the finger gesture may
change the meaning of the pose. A character without applying fin-
ger gesture (left), and the same character with finger gesture (right).

This paper presents a novel finger motion estimation and syn-
thesis process. The proposed methodology does not piece wise
search the segmented motion data that is contained in the database
to find the most valid motion of the character, as it has been pro-
posed in previous solutions, such as in [Jörg et al. 2012] and [Jin
and Hahn 2005]. Instead, the proposed solution presents the abil-
ity to search for the most appropriate gesture type in a first step;
then, having found the gesture type, the system searches through
the motion collection to which the gesture belongs and then re-
trieves the most valid motion. Figure 2 illustrates the searching pro-
cess of the presented methodology. The advantage of such a search
process is the increment of the estimation rate as the evaluations
have shown. Specifically, a 10% increment of correct estimation is
achieved when compared to [Jörg et al. 2012].
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Figure 2: The search process of the presented methodology.

In our implementation as well as for the experiments that were
conducted in the presented methodology the motion data provided
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in [Jörg 2015] was used. These motion sequences consist of the
following parts: a gesture dataset that contains eight repetitions
of eight different gestures (namely: attention, big, small, turn,
wipe, doubt shrug, palm presentation and OK), which is ideal for
a cross validation process, freeform motions instructing directions,
conversation-related and debate-related finger gestures, and a large
dataset with a variety of finger gestures. Finally, it should be noted
that all the aforementioned datasets are provided in conjunction
with the full-body motion of a character.

The remainder of this paper is organised in the following sec-
tions. In Section 2, related work on finger animation techniques is
presented. Section 3 covers the pre-processing step of the proposed
solution. Section 4 covers the finger motion estimation process. In
Section 5, an optimised search process of the transition between
two consecutive motions based on the motion graphs methodology
is presented. Section 6 covers the results obtained from the eval-
uation process of the proposed solution. Finally, conclusions are
drawn, with a discussion of potential future work in Section 7.

2 Related Work

The automatic addition of valid motion of the character’s finger is a
promising research area. Thus, methods that automatically synthe-
sise hand motions have been proposed. In general, the hand-over
animation methods rely on the ability to add finger and hand mo-
tion capture data to the pre-existing full-body motion capture data.
Hence, solutions, such as those proposed by Kang et al. [Kang et al.
2012], Wheatland et al. [Wheatland et al. 2013] and Mousas et al.
[Mousas et al. 2014c], which are based on statistical analysis and
synthesis techniques that have been used extensively in full-body
character control [Mousas et al. 2014b] [Mousas et al. 2014d] [Liu
et al. 2011] [Chai and Hodgins 2005], are responsible for adding
the required motions of the character’s hand even when a reduced
number of markers are used for the motion estimation process.

Among the first data-driven methodologies for automatically as-
sembling finger motion to animated characters was proposed by Jin
and Hahn [Jin and Hahn 2005]. In this approach, the pose space
distance from the character’s motion capture data is analysed and a
stepwise searching algorithm is used to find the key poses to syn-
thesise the hand motion. Building on the benefits of the previous
method, Jörg et al. [Jörg et al. 2012] proposed a simple solution
based on a metric for estimating the motion of a character’s fingers.
This approach is based on the ability to synthesise a character’s fin-
ger motions by assigning weight factors to the wrist’s position and
orientation, which is used as the input parameters of the motion es-
timation process. Another data-driven solution for synthesising a
character’s finger motion was proposed by Majkowska et al. [Ma-
jkowska et al. 2006]. In this methodology, finger and body motion
are captured separately in a pre-processing stage. Then, during the
composition process, those motion sequences are assembled using
spatial and temporal alignment methodologies, and the motion cor-
relation is found.

Generally, it could be stated that by using a whole-body motion
it is difficult to predict the exact actions of the hand. Therefore,
methodologies for synthesising a character’s hand motion that are
constrained to specific tasks have also been proposed. Specifically,
the solution proposed by Ye and Liu [Ye and Liu 2012] is responsi-
ble for synthesising the motion of the fingers based on wrist move-
ments and specified constraints describing manipulation strategies
of virtual objects.

Methodologies that automatically animate the motion of a char-
acter’s fingers while a character interacts with musical instruments
have also been proposed. One of the most recent approaches is
proposed by Zhu et al. [Zhu et al. 2013]. Specifically, informa-
tion retrieved from a MIDI input is assigned to specific actions of
the fingers, while a character interacts with a piano. Their sys-

tem generates a valid motion sequence for the virtual character’s
piano performance. Similarly, the solution proposed by El Koura
and Singh [ElKoura and Singh 2003] generates finger motion for
specific tasks with a particular application in interaction with musi-
cal instruments.

Alternatively, physics-based and kinematics-related approaches
have been used to generate finger motions, particularly for manip-
ulation and hand-object interaction tasks, such as the solutions pro-
posed by Liu [Liu 2008][Liu 2009], Pollard and Zordan [Pollard
and Zordan 2005], Bai and Liu [Bai and Liu 2014], and Andrews
and Kry [Andrews and Kry 2013]. Other works use sensors to
measure forces [Kry and Pai 2006] to attempt to generate the cor-
rect finger motion. Moreover, Neff and Seidel [Neff and Seidel
2006] derived synthesised human hand motions by using relaxed
hand shapes and physics based parameters retrieved from video
recordings. Another interesting solution for animating detailed and
anatomically valid hand and finger motion was proposed by Tsang
et al. [Tsang et al. 2005]. In this methodology a skeletal musculo-
tendon model of the human hand and forearm was presented. The
aforementioned model permits direct forward dynamics simulation,
which accurately predicts hand and finger position given a set of
muscle activations. Finally, Zhao et al. [Zhao et al. 2013] proposed
a physics-based motion control system for real-time synthesis of
human grasping. Specifically, given an object to be grasped, their
system automatically computes physics-based motion control that
advances the simulation to achieve realistic manipulation of the ob-
ject.

In this paper a data-driven method for estimating and synthesis-
ing the motion of a character’s fingers is presented. Comparing with
[Jörg et al. 2012], which is the closest solution to the one that is de-
scribed in this paper, the presented methodology provides a novel
way for searching the most valid motion of a character’s fingers by
splitting the estimation process into sub-problems (gesture phase
estimation, gesture type estimation, and motion retrieval). There-
fore, the piecewise searching of the most valid motion segment is
eliminated, resulting to the decrease of the computational time that
is required for retrieving the final motion. Finally, a 10% increment
of correct estimation is achieved, which is also an advantage of our
method.

3 Pre-Processing Motion Data

Before the finger motion estimation, pre-processing steps are in-
volved. Firstly, the motion data should be segmented, and secondly
the required motion features should be found. Both of these steps
are presented below.

3.1 Motion Segmentation

A gesture consists of various phases: the preparation, in which
the arm moves away from its rest position, the pre-stroke hold,
the stroke, the post-stroke hold, and the retraction, where the arm
moves back into the resting position, as McNeil [McNeill 1992] and
Kendon [Kendon 2004] mentioned. Based on the aforementioned
phases of a finger gesture, a simple methodology for segmenting the
hand motion has been used by Jörg et al. [Jörg et al. 2012] in their
finger motion synthesis process, which had previously been pro-
posed by Kita et al. [Kita et al. 1998]. More specifically, the motion
segmentation process evolves while the velocity of the wrist joint
crosses a threshold that is close to zero. This approach results in two
phases: the motion phase that contains sequences with high speed
and the hold phase that contains low-speed motions. In the pre-
sented methodology following the analysis performed in [Mousas
et al. 2014a], which recognizes the active and passive phases of
a finger gesture, the motion data is split while the velocity of the
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character’s wrist reaches its maximum values. Specifically, the ac-
tive phase contains the meaningful part of a gesture and the passive
phase contains the rest of the gesture that are its preparation and its
retraction phases. A simple example is illustrated in Figure 3.

By using the 64 gestures (8 repetitions x 8 gesture types) pro-
vided in [Jörg 2015], the motion data is split in 197 segments.
More specifically, 59 of the 64 motions are segmented into three
phases, while the remaining motions (5 motions) are segmented
into 4 phases. In this case, it should be mentioned that there were
no problems with the lengths of the segments, as in [Jörg et al.
2012]. This is true due to the fact that the motions with the short
post-stroke hold phases can be segmented efficiently while the seg-
mentation evolves during the maximum values of the wrist’s veloc-
ity. The post-stroke hold could be assumed that is within the active
phase of the gesture. Finally, it should be noted that for the motions
that are segmented into 4 phases, each segment that is between the
maximum wrist velocities is assigned as an active phase.
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Figure 3: As it can be observed from this graph the active phase
of a finger gesture (the phase in which a gesture fades in and out)
is between the maximum values of wrist velocity. The green line
indicates the velocity of the wrist and the red line the velocity of
the fingers.

3.2 Motion Features

Human motion can be characterised by its features. Those features
are responsible for describing the human motion in either a spatial
or a temporal way. Therefore, a variety of motion features can be
computed from different body parts for analysing the human mo-
tion. In the presented methodology, for each segment si contained
into our database, the distance (the travelled distance) di, the av-
erage orientation ōi, the average velocity v̄i, the average angular
velocity āvi, the average acceleration āi, and the average angular
acceleration āai were taken into consideration. Based on these fea-
tures a segment si that is assigned to all of the features is represented
as si = {di, ōi, v̄i, āvi, āi, āai}. It should be mentioned that a variety
of other features could be used, such as the height, the temporal ex-
tent, the curvature, etc. However, as the evaluation has shown the
collected features provide reasonably improved results.

4 Finger Motion Estimation

In the following subsections, the ability to recognise the phase of in-
put motion segments, the ability to search through the active phases
to find the most appropriate gesture type, and finally, a metric for
retrieving the closest motion segment are introduced.

4.1 Gesture Phase Estimation

The computation that indicates whether the input segment belongs
to an active phase is one of the most important parts of the proposed
solution because a wrong estimation directly affects the selection of
the most appropriate motion. Therefore, careful consideration is re-
quired. As mentioned earlier, the majority of the motion sequences
are segmented into three phases, where two of these phases are
marked as passive phases, and the third is marked as active phase.
In this case, by plotting various features against each standard de-
viation, as well as by evaluating each of the gestures contained in
the database, the active with the passive phases are separated either
by using the wrist’s orientation or the wrist’s distance (see condi-
tion in Equation 1). More specifically, on one hand, based on the
gesture dataset provided by [Jörg 2015] motion segments attributed
to attention, big, small, turn, palm presentation and wipe, gestures
can be recognised by using the travelled distance of the character’s
wrist. On the other hand, motion segments, that are attributed to
the doubt shrug and okay gestures, can be recognised by using the
wrist’s average orientation. The plots that distinguish the active
from the passive phases that are used for this process can be found
in the supplemental material.

In the proposed solution, the process that distinguishes the ac-
tive with the passive segments can be easily computed. In this
case, given an input segment s j, the aforementioned distinction is
achieved by the following condition:

s j =

{
active if ga

d ≤ gp
d or ga

o ≤ gp
o

passive otherwise
(1)

where ga
d , and gp

d represents difference between the distance feature
of the active and passive phases respectively, and ga

o, and ga
o repre-

sents the distance between the orientation feature of the active and
the passive phases respectively. The distances between the input
motion segment and the reference motion data of the examined fea-
tures gd , and go are computed according to the following equations:

gd =
(d j− D̄)2

σ2
D

(2)

go =
(ō j− Ō)2

σ2
O

(3)

where d j and ō j represent the distance and the average orientation
of the wrist respectively and both of these are computed from the in-
put motion segment. Moreover, D̄ and Ō represent the centroid val-
ues of the distance and orientation features where both of these are
provided by the motion capture data contained in the database. Ad-
ditionally, σO and σD represent the standard deviations computed
from the registered reference orientations and travelled distance re-
spectively as provided by the character’s wrist. Finally, it should
be noted that both gd and go are computed for both the active and
passive phases of D̄ and Ō.

4.2 Gesture Type Estimation

While knowing in advance that the input segmented motion be-
longs to the active phase, a method is required now for estimat-
ing the gesture type. A simple solution could be the direct esti-
mation of the most probable gesture type by simply summing the
distances between the features that were computed from the input
motion segment and the centroid values of the analysed features
contained in the database. However, each different feature counted
in such a function has different metrics, which means that optimisa-
tion weights should be computed in order to provide such a metric
for the required results. However, in the presented methodology,
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taking in consideration the time consuming process for estimating
the optimal weights manually as in [Jörg et al. 2012], a methodol-
ogy that solves the direct estimation automatically is introduced.

Specifically, firstly we assumed a “ghost” feature, fghost that fol-
lows a normal distribution i.e., µghost = 0 and σghost = 1, which is
represented by N (0,1). Based on fghost , it is possible to align both
the centroid values and the distributions for each of the motion fea-
tures to fghost by shifting and scaling its values. For achieving this
transformation process, firstly the mean and the standard deviation
of each feature are computed as:

µ f =
N

∑
i=1

fi
N

(4)

σ f =

√√√√ N

∑
i=1

( fi)2

N
(5)

where µ f and σ f are the mean and the standard deviation of each
of the features f , fi represents a feature of the i− th motion seg-
ment and N the number of motion segments that belong to a gesture
type. Having computed µ f and σ f of each feature, and having been
given an input motion segment s j that is required being estimated,
it is possible to shift and scale each features of this segment to the
normalised space. This is achieved as follows:

f j = f j−µ f (6)

f j = f j×
σghost

σ f
+µghost (7)

The aforementioned two steps are responsible for normalising
each motion feature according to the ghost feature. It should be
noted that µghost could also be removed from Equation 7 since
N (0,1). However, Equation 7 illustrates the generalised repre-
sentation of the scaling process of each feature.

Having an input motion segment s j as well as knowing the nor-
malised position of a feature associated with s j it is now possible to
compute the distance between f j and its centroid value F̄ by:

g f = ‖ f j− F̄‖2 (8)

where f j could be any feature of s j and F̄ represents the centroid
value of the features f . To conclude, considering the six motion
features mentioned in Section 3.2 it is now possible to assign the
most probable gesture type estimation into the following metric:

gT = gD +gO +gV +gAV +gA +gAA (9)

where gD, gO, gV , gAV , gA, and gAA denote the difference between
the centroid values of the distance, orientation, velocity, angular ve-
locity, acceleration and angular acceleration motion features, and
the input motion segment as each one is estimated according to
Equation 9. Therefore, based on Equation 9, the most probable ges-
ture type is the type for which the value of gT provides a minimum
value.

4.3 Segment Retrieval

Having found that the input motion belongs to either a gesture type
or a passive phase, a method is required to retrieve the closest seg-
ment. In this step, this goal is achieved by assigning the exact mo-
tion estimation process to a distance metric over the trajectories of
the motion sequences instead of the motion features as performed
previously.

Generally, it could be stated that having estimated the most prob-
able gesture type, it is not necessary to search again through the

motion collection of the estimated gesture. This finding is espe-
cially true for the active phases, since knowing the gesture type any
of the finger motions assigned to a character it will be marked as
a correct decision. However, the most probable motion that is ex-
pected to fulfil at least the closest spatial parameters of the input
motion must be estimated. This final estimation process does not
only ensure the meaning of the synthesised motion but also ensures
the required naturalness that the synthesised motion must have.

For that reason, a very simple metric is presented. Specifically,
considering an input motion segment s j and reference motion seg-
ments sD contained into the collection that the system searches, the
following equation is computed over the trajectories of the motion
segments:

DM =
1
N

N

∑
t=1

(oi(t)−oD(t))2 (10)

where o j(t) and oD(t) denote the orientation of the input motion
and each of the motions that are contained in the data base at the
t− th frame for t = 1, ...,N. For the computational process of the
metric, a dynamic time warping function is used [Kovar and Gle-
icher 2003], such as each of the oD reference motions, in order to
have the same length as the input motion o j. Hence, the winning
segment is the one that minimises DM .

5 Motion Synthesis

In this section, an optimisation of the searching over the motion
graphics transition process is introduced. The presented method
treats the transition process separately for different hand parts (lo-
cal transitions), rather than computing a single transition for the
whole hand (global transition). The local transition process as-
sumes that there is an optimal transition time that lies within the
transition time computed with the standard motion graphs [Kovar
et al. 2002] methodology. In this case, the minimisation of the dis-
tance between each independent part, which should be within the
initial path computed with the standard motion graphs approach, is
considered. Therefore, a smoother transition for each independent
hand part is achieved as it is indicated by evaluating the transition
cost between two consecutive motion sequences (see Section 6.3).

More specifically, the transition process is separated into six dif-
ferent parts over the character’s hand: the thumb, index, middle,
ring, and little fingers and the palm, as illustrated in Figure 4. Each
independent part, during the local transition process of the char-
acter’s hand, has its own origin frame, lO, and target frame, lT .
Additionally, during the global transition process the character’s
hand has its own origin frame, tO, and target frame, tT . Figure 5
illustrates an example between the global and the local transition
processes.

Figure 4: The different parts of the hand used for computing the
transition process.

Based on this representation, the optimal time steps for the tran-
sition process of each independent part of the character’s hand must
be calculated. First, the global transition time, T (tO, tT ), between
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Figure 5: The transition process as it is computed using the standard
motion graphs (upper diagram) and the local transition process for
each part of the character’s hand (lower diagram). Each colour on
the side denotes the part of the hand (see Figure 4).

tO and tT is assessed using the standard motion graphs methodol-
ogy. Having found the response frame, tO, the transition time for
each independent part is computed as follows:

T (li
O, l

i
T ) = min‖li

O− li
T ‖ (11)

for
tO ≤ T (li

O, l
i
T )≤ tO +T (tO, tT )

where li
O ∈ lO and li

T ∈ lT denote each independent part of the char-
acters hand on the origin and on the target position, respectively.

6 Evaluations and Results

In this section, the results of the evaluation performed during each
step of the motion estimation and synthesis process are presented.

6.1 Evaluating the Motion Phase Estimation

Given an input segment, in a first step, the system is responsible for
estimating whether this segment belongs to the active or to the pas-
sive phase. This is achieved by using the character’s wrist average
orientation and distance. As mentioned earlier, an incorrect com-
putation of the motion phase directly affects the motion estimation
process. For example, consider an input segment that belongs to the
active phase and that the system recognises it as a passive; then, it
will directly search for a passive motion to assign to the character’s
hand.

In this case, to evaluate the accuracy of the motion phase es-
timation, a leave-one-out cross validation process was conducted.
More specifically, by leaving out one of the segments (a segment
that belongs to either the active or the passive phase), the correct
estimation of the gesture type is computed. The same procedure is
iterated for each of the segments (197 segments) that are contained
in the database. In addition, it should be noted that for every itera-
tion the new centroid values of the motion features were calculated
again. The results obtained from this evaluation process are pre-
sented in Figure 6 and are quite promising. The proposed method
can estimate correctly the active phase with approximately 98% ac-
curacy.

To evaluate how accurate such a method could be, very close
results were obtained while using the eight gesture types for the
training process with motion segments from the other datasets (di-
rections, debates, and conversations databases), which can be found
in [Jörg 2015]. Analytically, while the gesture database is used for
the training process, the estimation of the correct gestures is approx-
imately 93% in the directions dataset, 96% in the debate dataset and
95% in the conversation dataset. Comparing the difference between
the gestures dataset and any of the other datasets, the following can
be stated. These differences result from the inability of the motion
data to describe the large variety of motions that can be produced
by the character. However, because the results remain quite close,
it can be stated that the method works well.

Figure 6: The results obtained from the motion phase estimation
process when using different datasets.

6.2 Evaluating the Gesture Type Estimation

Given an input segment that belongs to the active phase, the sys-
tem is responsible for estimating first the type of gesture, and then
for estimating the most appropriate motion segment. This goal is
achieved by using the methodology presented in Section 4.2. This
section evaluates the accuracy of the methodology to estimate the
correct gesture type. As in the previous evaluation process, the
leave-one-out cross validation technique is considered. For under-
standing how each of the features reacts during the motion estima-
tion process, the results of the evaluation process that computes the
correct estimates for each feature separately are shown in Figure 7.
Moreover, to understand deeper how the addition of each feature
in Equation 9 influences the motion estimation process, in Figure
8, the approximate correct estimation when an additional feature is
added, is presented.

The complete methodology, as presented in Section 4, was eval-
uated by using the leave-one-out cross validation process. Specif-
ically, by keeping a motion segment out of the database the sys-
tem was trained with the rest of motion segment. Then, by using
the excluded motion segment the gesture type was estimated. The
class confusion matrix (Figure 9) represents the results that were
obtained from the evaluation process. The proposed methodology
is responsible for correctly estimating more of the relative finger
gestures compared with the solution proposed in [Jörg et al. 2012],
which estimates on average 80%. The methodology achieves an
overall 90% correctness, which is a significant improvement. Ex-
ample synthesised postures of the character based on the proposed
methodology are illustrated in Figure 10. Finally, examples of fin-
ger gestures that were synthesised based on the proposed solution
are shown in the accompanying video.

In showing the efficiency of the proposed methodology, by us-
ing other finger motion datasets (conversation, debate, and direction
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Figure 7: The correct estimation of a motion segments while using
each of the examined features independently.

Figure 8: How Equation 9 is influenced while a new feature is
added. D, O, V , AV , A, AA denote the distance, orientation, veloc-
ity, angular velocity, acceleration, and angular acceleration motion
features, respectively.

datasets) that can be found in [Jörg 2015], various example motions
were synthesised. Examples of different postures that were synthe-
sised are illustrated in Figure 11. Additional results can be found in
the accompanying video. The ability of the system to estimate cor-
rectly a gesture of a character while using three different datasets
were computed by using the leave-one-out cross validation tech-
nique. The results obtained while evaluating the presented solution
against the one proposed by Jörg et al. [Jörg et al. 2012] are illus-
trated in Figure 12.

As it can be seen in Figure 12, the estimation rate comparing
while using the gesture dataset is reduced. Specifically, the system
is able to estimate correctly on average 84% a direction, 72% a de-
bate, and 77% a conversation finger gesture. Comparing the use of
the gesture database with the use of the three different databases it
should be mentioned that it is difficult to identify repeating motion
sequences. Hence, even if it is not possible to generalise specific
finger gestures, the proposed methodology provides better results
compared to the metric proposed by Jörg et al. [Jörg et al. 2012]
(see Figure 12(b)).
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Figure 9: The class confusion matrix shows the percentage of ges-
tures that are estimated using the proposed finger motion estimation
process.

6.3 Evaluating the Local Transitions

In addition to the aforementioned evaluation process the transition
process provided by the local transition methodology as it was pre-
sented in Section 5 was evaluated. Specifically, the proposed local
transition process was evaluated against the global transition as ini-
tially introduced in [Kovar et al. 2002]. The transition process was
computed for each pair of corresponding motion sequences that be-
long to the gesture dataset. For the transition cost the transition
between the last frame, tlast , of an origin segment A and the first
frame, t1, of a target segment B are considered. Thus, the transition
cost is measured by:

cT =
1
D

D

∑
d=1

(Ad(tlast)−Bd(t1))
2 (12)

Figure 10: Given a reference motion (upper row), the system esti-
mates and synthesises the most appropriate gesture of the charac-
ter’s finger (lower row).
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Figure 11: Using different datasets that contains motion sequences
related to debate and directions (upper row), new finger motion ges-
tures are synthesised (lower row).
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Figure 12: The class confusion matrices show the percentage of
gestures that are estimated while using three different datasets. (a)
the presented methodology, and (b) the methodology proposed by
Jörg et al. [Jörg et al. 2012].

where d = 1, ...,D is the total number of degrees of freedom of the
character’s hand skeleton.

The results obtained from this evaluation process are sum-
marised in Figure 13. Specifically, as it can be seen, the local tran-
sition process minimises the transition cost on average by 11.4%
while the transition process evolves from phase 1 to phase 2 (from
passive to active phase), 13.7% while the transition process evolves
from phase 1 to phase 3 (from passive to passive phase), and 19.3%
while the transition process evolves from phase 2 to phase 2 (from
active to active phase). Based on the aforementioned results it can
be stated that the presented methodology achieves smoother transi-
tion between two consecutive motion segments.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a novel methodology for estimating the motion of a
character’s fingers was introduced. The advantage of the proposed
methodology is based mainly on its ability to analyse the existing
motion data by computing various features provided by a charac-
ter’s hand. Therefore, rather than directly and individually search-
ing for each segmented motion that is contained in a database, a
method that splits the motion estimation process into sub-problems
was presented.

By evaluating the proposed methodology, it was shown that bet-
ter results could be achieved when the estimation process is split
into sub-problems. However, the accuracy of such a method is
mainly based on the amount of data that is used. Moreover, a larger

Figure 13: The results obtained from the transition cost evaluation
between the proposed local transition and the global transition pro-
cess as described in Kovar et al. [Kovar et al. 2002].

collection of motion features can increase the robustness of such
a methodology. Conversely, as the number of gestures to be es-
timated increases, it is assumed that the estimation of the correct
gesture may decrease. This is because a larger number of gesture
types can increase the intersection of the motion features and the
common characteristics that the different gesture types have. Thus,
as the gestures to be estimated increase in number, it will be nec-
essary to add more parameters of human motion features into the
gesture estimation process.

Among other similar challenges, the finger motion estimation
process remains an open challenge for us. Thus, our future plans
will employ research on exploring and evaluating a vast number of
features that can be used for the finger motion estimation process.
Finally, even if off-line computation is quite beneficial in the ani-
mation community, for us, an open challenge remains in finding a
method to estimate the motion of the character’s fingers in real-time
during the performance capture process. In this case, it is assumed
that the estimation of the character’s finger gestures based on the
analysis of the motion features, as presented in this paper, is the
first step in solving such a problem.
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